We introduce a novel strategy, based on the use of modular variables, to encode and deterministically process quantum information using states described by continuous variables. Our formalism leads to a general recipe to adapt existing quantum information protocols, originally formulated for finite dimensional quantum systems, to infinite dimensional systems described by continuous variables. This is achieved by using non unitary and non-gaussian operators, obtained from the superposition of gaussian gates, together with adaptative manipulations in qubit systems defined in infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces. We describe in details the realization of single and two qubit gates and briefly discuss their implementation in a quantum optical set-up.
Introduction Quantum information protocols are usually formulated in terms of qubits that are manipulated to realize computational and communication tasks that may overperform their classical analogs. Some of the successes of qubit based quantum algorithms, are Shor's factorization algorithm [1] , Grover's search algorithm [2, 3] , quantum random walk [4] among many others [5] . On the side of quantum communication protocols, quantum key distribution devices [6, 7] are commercialized [8] . We can also mention the possibility of quantum teleportation [9] or steering [10, 11] . A natural question is whether quantum information protocols implementations are restricted to discrete finite systems. Can the quantum properties of Hilbert spaces of infinite dimensions be also used to encode quantum information? Apart from its fundamental importance, answering this question can have important practical consequences since, in many cases, entangled continuous variable states have the appealing advantage that they can be prepared deterministically and detected with high efficiency [12] . In [13, 14] it was shown that quantum teleportation can be realized using gaussian states. In [15, 16] quantum cryptography protocols relying on states defined by continuous variables were devised. Universality for manipulation of continuous variables quantum states was defined in [12, 17] , where the necessity of non-gaussian operations was identified. Based on such a set of operations, measurement based quantum computation was generalized from the discrete to the continuous realm [18] . Nevertheless, even if some quantum communication protocols are successfully formulated for continuous and discrete variables, and some essential tools for quantum state manipulation were identified in both realms, the field of continuous variables quantum algorithms certainly does not have the same impact as its discrete counterpart [19, 20] . In [21] , it was shown that it is possible to encode a qubit in a quantum oscillator using superpositions of infinitely squeezed states, and from this idea, some quantum error correcting codes analogous to discrete ones were formulated.
In spite of the vast literature on the subject, several open questions remain. In the present contribution, we address the following, which is perhaps the most important one: is it possible to design a general, dimension independent, formalism for quantum information protocols? We answer positively to this question introducing a formalism relying on modular variables [22] . This formalism has recently been used to show the possibility of continuously discretizing infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces [23] , and related ideas proved themselves useful to provide general conditions to test the ClauserHorne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) [24, 25] and the LeggetGarg [26, 27] inequalities. Our positive answer to this question provides a recipe to bridge the worlds of continuous and discrete variables based quantum information. Consequently, it allows for the direct adaptation of quantum algorithms and quantum logic gates originally conceived for qubit systems to continuous variables ones, and we provide an example of this in the present manuscript. Finally, our results open the perspective of comparing on a same ground quantum information protocols that exist in both realms, but that are, so far, apparently disconnected. This paper is organized as follows: we start by recalling the modular variables formalism, and then show how a generalized form of the non-unitary non gaussian operators defined in [23] can be used to manipulate quantum information. We then propose an architecture based on conditional operations for deterministic quantum information processing using the introduced operators. We conclude by illustrating our ideas using a quantum optical set-up.
Continuous discretization and qubit identification:
By defining dimensionless position,θ = 2πx/l, and moarXiv:1406.6388v1 [quant-ph] 24 Jun 2014 mentum,k = lp/h, it was shown in [22] that these operators can be split into an integer and a modular part: 
Labeling quantum states using bounded continuous variables, as is the case here, enables the definition of two disjoint sets of equal size for each one of the variables. For the sake of clarity and without loss of generality for the purposes of this manuscript, we now consider that only the domain of the variableθ is split into two sets of equal size. Such a splitting can be done in infinitely many ways [29] , and in order to illustrate the principles of our ideas, we discuss in details its splitting into two subintervals [0, π[ and [π, 2π[. Further on, this splitting enables the definition of a continuum of two-level systems spanned by the states {|(θ,k) , |(θ + π,k) } with which we can express the general state |Ψ as:
where
with a π periodic complex function f (θ,k) such that (2) can be seen as a weighted continuous superposition of pure qubit states |Ψ(θ,k) for each subspace with fixedθ and k. We stress that, so far, no approximation has been made, and state (2) is simply an alternative way of looking at an arbitrary state expressed in a continuous basis. The advantage of such representation is that it identifies {θ,k} dependent qubits. Thus, it is now possible to define universal quantum operations and logic gates acting in such {θ,k} dependent two dimensional subspaces. "Translation" of quantum algorithms and protocols originally defined for qubits to the continuous variables realm can be done by implementing it independently in each one of the {θ,k} dependent two dimensional subspaces, an idea that has already been applied to determine the general conditions for violation of CHSH inequalities [25] and to implement a CV Grover search algorithm [30] with a different approach from [19] .
The above formulation is equivalent to defining qubits in CV in the following way: state |0 is associated to (2) while state |1 is associated to the state for which all the {θ,k} dependent two dimensional states (expressed as (3)) are orthogonal. A simple example of a CV qubit definition is obtained by taking α(θ,k) = 0 or α(θ,k) = π/2 ∀{θ,k} in (2), which gives [31] :
We now discuss how such qubits can be manipulated with an analogous to the su(2) algebra based on the application of periodic observables with a continuous spectrum.
Single qubit gates: In order to manipulate the {θ,k} dependent qubit states and equivalently (4) and (5), we introduce a set of continuous periodic non-unitary and non gaussian hermitian operators [23] :
where α = x, y, z,σ α (θ,k) are SU (2) generators defined in each subspace {|{θ,k} , |{θ + π,k} } and ζ(θ,k) is a real weight function [32] , so that operators (6) are hermitian. Notice that operators (6) act independently on each {θ,k} subspaces irrespectively of the exact form of ζ(θ,k). For this reason, our formulation is dimension independent, the usual qubit case being recovered for ζ(θ,k) = δ(θ −θ ,k −k ) and unitaryΓ α operators (the Pauli matrices). A simple example of aΓ α operator with a continuous spectrum defined from the position and momentum operators studied here, is obtained by using ζ(θ,k) = cos (θ −kπ). This yieldsΓ z = cosθ, i.e., the cosine operator. In this example, operatorsΓ α are obtained by unitary transformations, equivalent to rotations of theΓ z operator. We can now use the operators (6) to define single qubit operations on CV states. For example, applying the operatorΓ x "flips" states |(θ,k) and |(θ + π,k) . Thus, applying it to the state |0 = π 0
yields the equivalent to a spin flip operation on an ordinary qubit state:
where, due to the non-unitarity of theΓ x operator, the weight function after the application ofΓ x changed from f (θ,k) to f (θ,k)ζ(θ,k), justifying the definition of a state |1 .
Nevertheless, state |1 in (7) is uniquely determined and satisfies 1 |0 = 0. Before discussing issues related to the non unitarity of the defined operators, we discuss arbitrary single qubit rotations.
From the previous observations, we have that arbitrary single qubit-like rotations, defined here as the non unitary operationsÛ (Γ α , β), can be realized by superposing the operators (6) with a modulated identity operator 1 ζ = π 0 dθ 1 0 dkζ(θ,k)1(θ,k), with 1(θ,k) = |(θ,k) (θ,k)|, analogously to the usual qubit rotations:
In order to analyze their action on states (4) and (5), we study the specific example of α = x, leading to:
where, analogously to (7), |0 is defined aŝ
Thus, operatorsÛ (Γ α , β) have the analogous effect of a rotation in a qubit system when acting on states (4) and (5) as well, with the difference that they output non normalized states, a consequence of the non unitarity of operatorsÛ (Γ α , β).
Two-qubit gates
We now describe how to construct entangling gates, as the controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate, so as to complete a set of universal quantum gates [33] . We proceed analogously to single qubit gates, but now taking the sum of the tensor product of twoΓ-operators, respectively, as for instance:
where dθ = dθ 1 dθ 2 and dk = dk 1 dk 2 . Again, we can define entangling gates acting independently in {θ a ,θ b ,k a ,k b } dependent subspaces, which are analogous to two-qubit systems, completing the set of universal quantum gates. Equivalently, (11) leads to the construction of entangling gates and a universal set of operations acting on states (4) and (5).
Ancilla-driven (positive operator valued measures) implementation:
We now discuss on the non unitarity of the operators used to implement the single and two qubit like quantum operations as well as on an architecture of deterministic quantum computation for systems in Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimensions. Observables as (6) can be considered as the elements of a two-valued generalized measurement. ForΓ z = cosθ, for instance, the measurement can be completed by adding another observable,Γ z = sinθ. These observables fulfill the completeness relationΓ zΓz +Γ zΓ z = 1, where the termŝ Γ zΓz andΓ zΓ z are positive operator valued measurement (POVM). In this sense, one could argue that the operations defined above, allowing for the qubit-like manipulation of states described by continuous variables, are probabilistic. Nevertheless, this is not the case, since one can easily notice that observableΓ z , in the discussed example, is analogous to Γ z i.e.: it manipulates each {θ,k} dependent two dimensional subspace independently in the same way as Γ z , but with a different weight function ζ (θ,k). Even if the output state obtained from the action of Γ z is different from the one obtained from the action of Γ z , they can both be connected and transformed into each other by state independent operations if one knows which one of the operators was applied. Thus, one can devise a strategy inspired of ancilla-driven quantum computation [34, 35] , which is nothing but considering the extension of the two-valued POVM to a higher dimensional subspace including the ancilla qubits as well. Ancillae will provide information on which operation was realized. They do not represent a limitation of our protocol. The deterministic protocol to realize single qubit-like rotations consists of the following (see Fig. 1 ). The total state of the system is described by an arbitrary continuous input state |Ψ and a quantum two-dimensional ancilla system with basis states |i i = 1, 2 initially prepared in state |0 . The ancilla is then put in a superposition state, and performs controlled unitary operations, U 1 andÛ 2 , on |Ψ . Finally, the ancilla is transformed as |0 →
(|0 − |1 ). The outcome of this sequence is such that:
The unitary operationsÛ 1 andÛ 2 can be chosen so as to lead to operators Eq. (6). For example, by choos-FIG. 1: Ancilla-driven continuous variable quantum circuit for the implementation of single qubit operations on the encoded CV qubit states. The initial system-ancilla state |Ψin |0 is transformed after the sequence of operations described in the main text and represented in the circuit onto the final stateĤĈU 1Ĉ U 2Ĥ |Ψin |0 . The CV state is conditioned to the ancilla's.
we obtainΓ x |Ψ in with ζ(θ,k) = cos (θ − πk), if the ancilla is in state |0 andΓ x |Ψ in with a different weight function ζ (θ,k) otherwise. By choosinĝ
with k = 1, 2 and ζ 2 + ζ 2 = 1, arbitrary single qubit
Using non-unitary operations, and consequently, POVMs to manipulate CV quantum information is by no means a drawback and can lead to deterministic quantum information processing. Since different transformations are univocally associated to different (orthogonal) ancilla states, they can also be locally corrected through ancilla dependent operations. Such operations can simply be using different definitions of a qubit according to the ancilla state. In the case described by Eq. (13) this would correspond to interchanging the meaning of |0 and |1 .
Controlled two qubit operations via ancilla-driven quantum computation can be realized as shown in the circuit of Fig. (2) . Therein, the two ancilla qubits are first entanged, and then perform controlled unitary operations on the CV states of system A and B, respectively. Analogously to the single qubit case, different two-ancillae states are associated to different final CV states:
By choosing the appropriate unitary transformations one can implement different entangling operations on the CV qubit states (4) and (5), completing the set of universal quantum gates. Again, from (14) , the different entangling operations associated to each one of the two ancilla states can be mapped into a common deterministic operation by local correction of the operations or by redefinition of the encoding.
Transverse degree of freedom of photons: The introduced formalism can be implemented in a number of experimental systems relying on ancillae to manipulate CVs, as the field's quadrature, the electromagnetic field in a cavity and the continuous degrees of freedom of a photon. We briefly describe how the interplay between ancillae and CV can be realized in the latter. The transverse degrees of freedom of a photon are described by CV and are analogous to the field's quadrature [36] . Different quantum states |Ψ can be engineered using spatial light modulators (SLM) [37] . On the other hand, the photon polarization or the propagation mode serve as a natural ancillae systems for each spatial CV system [38, 39] . Furthermore, the polarization controlled CV unitary operations used in Fig. 1 and 2 can be realized using SLMs [40] .
Finally, the entangling operation on the ancilla states of systems A and B (see Fig. 1 ) can be realized using photons generated by spontaneous parametric downconversion. In this way, an entangled state is created and can be used to implement the two or many qubit operations on the encoded CV qubits [41] .
Discussion and conclusion We presented a formalism enabling the encoding of discretized information in arbitrary continuous variables states. Our results are obtained through the manipulation of the modular variables formalism, combined to the notion of ancilla-driven quantum computation and POVMs. As a consequence, our modular variable quantum computation protocol is based on the application of non-gaussian operations obtained through the superposition of gaussian ones. Our protocol dramatically simplifies the experimental require-ments for encoding a qubit in quantum-harmonic oscillators [21] or in d ≥ 2 dimensional Hilbert spaces. It also allows for a direct translation between protocols defined for discrete variables to continuous ones. Last but not least, the universality of our approach suggests that using it to describe the existing quantum information protocols for continuous variables may show that the latter, in fact, rely on the manipulation of quantum binary information.
